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It is almost inconceivable that one of the men responsible 

for the so-called "hot" ottsieal masher, "Underneath the Bamboo 

Tree,* should bo closely allied with any cultural r o m u m t  of any 

sort* Yet dame.® Weldon Johnson, the Hegro author of the Bamboo 

Tree lyrics, has been referred to as an esthetic leader of his 

m e © ,  and has been, several tinea cor*pared, as a poet, to John M* 

Synge*

Janes Weldon Johnson was born in Jacksonville, Florida, in 

1871. .Educated at Atlanta University and at Columbia, he spent 

several years after M s  graduation collaborating with M s  brother 

Rosamund in the writing of librettos and songs for the musical 

comedy stage* He served at one time as principal of the Jackson

ville Colored High School* Alter practicing law for m n y  year® he

was sent as United States Consul to Vsaesuela and Hioarngua, where

*
he served for seven, years* He is now professor of creative liter

ature at Fisk University*

Thirty years ago- Johnson m s  singing one of his lyrics to 

Anna Held, while his brother Rosamund played the piano aecospani* 

»sent* The vivacious M s s  Held m s  having difficulty in ascertaining 

the intrinsic merit of the song* the Jolmson brothers wore making 

it so sweet that s'.» said plaintively, ”1 can’t tell what i t’s really 

like* You two boys can make me believe anything will go.** Weldon’s

1* Mary White Ovington, Portraits in Color, 7*
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remarkable powers of persuasion, & spar eat oven t heel, have been 

used sine© for one main purpose* the asaslioratia» of conditions 

ttssoag his people* His work is not exactly official, although he 

m s  at one tin© H o l d  and executive secretary of tho Hatioaal 

Association for the Advancenent of Colored People* Disregarding 

entirely the lectures he has given and th© penphlets he has written 

as an officer of tit© Association, on© finds in virtually all of his 

free-lancing an attempt to awakon hi® readers to an appreciation 

of the Negro as a contrltutor to American life, particularly Ameri

can cultural life*

His English libretto of the Spanish grand opera, Goycsoas, 

which m s  s\mg by the Metropolitan Opera Company in ISIS, m y  be 

considered his personal contribution to musical tradition* In the 

following pages, the rest of his work has been classified as prose, 

poetry, and anthologies, in an attempt to show how, "since the pub

lication, in 1912, of Weldon Johnson’s Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured 

lian, the educated Ilegro nay be said to have c o m  into his own"*** how 

Johnson has crystallised those oaoe nebulous claims of Ids race to 

artistic genius*

2* Robert M* Gay, "The liegro in literature*** Creative 
Reading, IV (July, 1930), 393-97.
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aim of all literature," wrote Brother Asarias, "is 

to'eolT© life*« p r o b l e m « J a m e s  Weldon Joimsoa*s autobiography# 

Along This "Jay, is la effect a narration of bow he discovered and 

attempted to solve his own particular problem» the problem of the 

eduoated legr©#

Starting with wisat Chesterton calls the "hearsay evidence," 

the autobiography gives a brief history of Johnson *s immediate an» 

oestry, tells of his birth and childhood in Jacksonville, Florida, 

and records ©very step of his way, concluding with his appointment, 

in .1931,. to the chair of creative literature at Fisk University, 

and his first experiences in that position« It is the story of a 

man Who had at one time the prospect of a pleasant literary career 

before him# but who virtually renounced that career whan he m s  

"caught in the meshes of reform m v & m u b *  and resolved to work 

more directly to improve- the social status of his race*

It m s  while Johnson was a student at the University of 

Atlanta that he first became conscious of the significance of the 

race question* '

1« Brother Asarias, An Essay Contributing to a Philosophy 
of Literature, 244*

2« Mary Uhl to Ovington, op« cit*, 10-11«
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It m s  in this early period t’iai I received my initi
ation into the arcana of "race#11 I perceived that 
education, for rae meant, fundamentally i preparation to 
meet the tasks and exigencies of life a* a JJegro, a 
realisation of the peculiar responsibilities due to 
jsjy a m  racial group, and a comprehension of the applic
ation of American democracy to Kegro citisens.5

Since that tine Johnson has been most concerned with discharging

the "peculiar responsibilities due to his own racial group“j the

responsibility of finding for himself and his brother Megroes an

answer to their great *!hy?* which is almost as inexplicable as

the problem of evil«

Johnson found, of course, no Immediate solution 'to his

problem« It m s  during one of his vacations from school that the

first glimmer of light appeared* He m s  working in the office of

a  Dr* Summers, who one day requested M m  to read, aloud from the

Roman Missal« The occasion so impressed Johnson at the tin» that

he wrote of it in this m y  in the autobiography*

I know that in the moment in which Dr* Sussters took 
his Soman Missal out of ay hand and said, “That will 
do,*y T "Kad' madfe" contact with one of those mysterious 
force® that play close around us or flash to us across 
the void from another orbit. Dr« Stsasters was an extra
ordinary man* Of ©ours®, he m s  educated} but I had 
by now known a number of educated people* What m s  
unprecedented for me m s  that in him I cacto into close 
touch with a man of great culture* Between the two 
of us, as Individuals, "race" never showed its head.
He neither condescended nor patronised* in fact, he 
treated me as on Intellectual equal*4 * 4

3« James Weldon Johnson, Along This Way, 66*

4. Ibid*, 94-96.



As he points out, it m s  not; raerely education which 

supplied the bond between themj it was culture# Prom that time 

forward Johnson became eager to know the masses of hi# people, to

3

help them to a “steadfast loyalty to a  1«gro tradition and a  

steady working out of their own salvation," a  "working out of a 

Negro culture from within the race."5

He felt that the superior status of the whit® sen was not 

always an authentic one* Inexperienced as he was, he saw that the 

pedestal on which the white figure stood was artificial# Accord

ingly he set about studying the backwoods Negroes, the background 

which they shared with others of their race, and the possibilities 

for their oultural development* He spent three jaonths in the back- 

woods of Georgia, and emerged with a greater knowledge of and a 

deeper faith in his people *

I saw then hedged for centuries by prejudice, intol
erance, and brutality! hobbled by their own ignorance, 
poverty, and helplessnoes* yet, notwithstanding, still 
brave and unvanguished# I discerned that the forces 
behind the slow but persistent movement forward of the 
race lie* ultimately, la themi that when the vanguard 
of that movement must fall back, it oust fall back cm 
them**»

While he m s  searching in his own mind for a way in which 

to awaken America (white America, but more ©specially black America) 

to a sense of the Negro’s inherent creative ability, his brother 

Rosamund returned from How York, where he had been playing in

5« Robert M. Gay, ojj. oit», 396*

6* J a m s  Weldon Johnson, o£# oit., 120*



musical comedies*

Roaaraund m o  tho Johnson of the later famous Cole and 

Jolaaaon vaudeville tea»* Path the aid of Bob Cole« Hosajnund per

suaded Weldon to  return vd.th then to Mew York* where tho three 

were subsequently engaged in song writing for the mtsical comedy 

stage* Weldon gradually found in this work a medium for his 

proselytising# How could he better convince the world of the 

existence of a cultured llogro than by the presentation of ouoh 

a Sogro on the stage? Johnson says himself*

I now began to grope toward a realisation, of the 
importance of the American Segro's cultural back
ground and his creative folk-art# and to speculate on 
the superstructure of conscious art that might be 
reared upon them* %■ first step in this general 
direction was taken in a song that Bob Cole* ray 
brother# and I wrote in conjunction during the last 
days in Hew York# It was .an atter.pt to bring a 
higher degree of artistry to Ilegro songs* especially 
with regard to text.#?

That song and others were successful as entertaintauat* but gave no 

evidence of provoking serious thought in the Kinds of theatre

goers* Johnson# sonew’m t  discouraged# deserted the stage for a 

time and returned to Jacksonville to assume charge of the Colored 

High School* His experiences in writing poetry and his discovery 

of Whitnaa*a Loaves of grass during his stay in Jacksonville will

be treated in a later chapter*

Following his employmnt as a teacher and preceding his
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appoint»»* as United States Consul in Venezuela and later 

ilicuragua, Johnson went to England with Rosamund and Cole# There 

once ag&ia ha awoke to the realisation of the things that indi

viduals njight accomplish for tho race. Bob and Rosamund were 

tremendously popular at tho Palace in London, sad Weldon write® 

of his pride in their appearance*

Those states of * * • pleasurable reaction under 
stellar circumstances are more keenly experienced 
by llegroes# perhaps, than by any other people. For 
these the central persons are not individuals, they 
become protagonists of the whole racial cause.®

That raoial cause m s  tormenting Johnson, and he felt that in

accepting his coinrission to Venezuela he was escaping for a time

from the “feverish flutter of life to seek a little stillness of

the spirit*"8 9 During his seven years at Venezuela and Sicaragua,

race prejudice occasionally "bumped into" his* He says*

I m a n  to indicate specifically that I did not bump 
into it# la other words, 1 was not concerned with 
it® stupid outbursts or lyith how it bruised its own 
head.10

Ke had, then, no chance to escape completely from any form of race 

consciousness, and will© serving his country he determined also to

serve his race in the writing of several poem  and a novel, The Auto

biography of an ?ti-Colcured Ian.
/

8. Ibid., 214.

9. Ibid., 223.

10. Ibid., 230-89.
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On M s  return fron Nicaragua* Johnson studied and prac

ticed law in Jacksonville. In 1914 he went again to ’Jew York* 

this tine not as an ojqwrinent* but with the definite idea of 

earning; hie living by writing. Again he was diverted* however; 

this tins by the national Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People* for Which he became field secretary. M s  work in 

the Association was a series of official and direct attempts to 

call the attention of the white ran to the black* the latter con

sidered in the capacity of a contributor to Arcrican life. During 

his lecture tours he raad© one statement that was immediately re

printed by the Association ansi which lias since attain®! the dis

tinction of being virtually an axiom. He said that*

The only thing* artistic in America that have sprung 
from American soil* permeated American life* and been 
universally acknowledged as distinctively American, 
had been the creations of the American liegro.H

Johnson*» years of official work with the Association were
»

followed by his appointment a® professor of oroativ© literature at 

Fisk. In concluding Along This -ay he writes of his work at the 

University*

In touch with the youth of my  race in a great 
university in the midst of the South; I shall 
be sealous to learn what they are thinking* how 
the world looks to them* and what, goals they are 
pressing toward. I feel that on this favorable 
ground I shall be able to help effectively in

11. Ibid.* 327.
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developing additional racial strength and fitness 
*nd in shaping fresh forces against bigotry and 
racial wrcasg**2

So m o b  for Along '.This ^tey*

The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man m s  Johnson*a

first effort (for publication) in the pros® line-.* It m a  while

h© m s  in Teaer.uela, -with the leisure which a consulate afforded

hits* that he had the opportunity and time for the writing of the

novel* He had previously made the first, draft of the storyj even

now the work m s  slow, because "the use of prose as a creative

»odium was new to rae***^

At first glance the story would seen to be » r e l y  a novel

told in the first person# The teller is supposedly a  Ilegro who,

since raking the discovery that he can pass for white, adapts his

mode of living to that of pure whites and marries a white girl*

Johnson*s na::e as author was withheld on the initial publication#

However, one of the purpose* behind the writing of the novel

was later revealed in Along This '..-ay» Following Jo) m s  on *s return

to Hew York from Jacksonville in 1914, he m s  introduced to Henry

L* Mencken# The gist of their first conversation follows »

Ho talked about literature, about Ilegro literature, 
the iiegro problem, and Ilegro music# He declared that 
Ilegro writers in writing about their own race made a ' 
mistake when they indulged in pleas for ¿justice and

IE. Ibid., 409.



mercy* when they prayed indulgence for shortcomings* 
when they based their protests against unjust treat» 
raent on the Christian or moral or ethical code* when 
they argued to prove that they were as good as anybody 
els®, "'»'hat they should do** he said* *is to single 
out the strong points of the race and emphasise them 
over and over and ovorj asserting, at least an these 
points, that they are better than anybody else," I 
called to his attention thaS I had attempted something 
of that sort in the Autobiography of an Bag-Coloured 
Man**4

The attempt succeeded so well that one statement from the novel was 

Immediately quoted (and misquoted) and later became an identification» 

tag for Johnson*

It is ray opinion that the coloured people of this 
oountry lave done four things which refute the oft» 
advanced theory that they are an absolutely inferior 
raoe* which demonstrates that they have originality 
and artistio conception, and what is more, the power 
of creating that which can influence and appeal uni
versally. The first two of those are the Uncle Remus 
stories* collected by Joel Chandler Harris* and the 
Jubilee songs* to which the Fisk singers mad« the 
public and the skill«! musicians of both America and 
Europe listen* The other two are rag-tir» music and
the cake-walk.*5

»
Johnson was well on the way to arousing the Negroes to a 

belief in their cultural importance, lot only that* but the very 

faot that a Negro’s novel was being read by a rather astonished 

white clientele opened the way for others of the dark raoe to follow.

His next prose work appeared in 1930* It was Black Manhattan* 

the story of the negro in Hew York. Weldon *s early interest and

14. Ibid.* 305.

Man* 87
15* James Weldon Johnson* The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured



experience in the theatre, when h® was collaborating with Bob Cole 

and Rosamund, gave him the impetus to focus attention on the Hegro’s 

participation in the development of the American stage#

Since the appearance of the all-iJegro oast in Maro Connelly1«

The Chreen Pastures, the American public has been brought to realise

that "in culture, the Qfegro] race has demonstrated its capacity, not I

only to attain to American standards, lut also to m k e  its own peculiar

contribution# Several Hegro perforraers have won the acclaim due

then as genuine and capable artists, among them the late Richard B#

Harrison, Roland Hayes, Paul Robeson, Katerina Jarboro, Marion Anderson, 

and William L# Dawson* At present the Federal Theatre’s production, 

with a completely Hegro east, of Macbeth, is an immense box-offlee 

success#

Everywhere it goes • . • the whites throng to see it, 
whites who wouldn’t walk around the block to see Macbeth 
played by white actors who believe that blank verse 
should always smell slightly of mothballs#*7

»
But during the first several months * run of The Green Pastures, Just 

before the publication of Black Manhattan, the white public was merely 

entertained by the Hegro production, not convinced of any peculiar 

artistic merits of the colored people# White audiences displayed certain

inconsistent manifestations of race prejudice which Johnson himself/

9 U

16# Robert R# Hoton, "A Check-Up on Emancipation#" The Reader’s 
Digest, XXIX (August, 1956), 74.

17* Robert Littell, "Macbeth in Chocolate." The Reader's 
Digest, XXX (January, 1957), 89-90.
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would t o m  asinine, and which ho oomenfced upon la Along fills bay. .

In Washington * • • Negroes are not allowed to enter 
the national Theater# not m s  that rule broken when 
The Croon Pastures • . • played a two weeks* engagement 
* T ”tT5E'TouseT~^n that case the oolored people mite 
strong protest, and the management compromised by set
ting aside one nl$xt "for Negroes only," stating tliat 
even this concession would offend many of their regular 
patrons» Just how those patrons could feel like that 
and at the m r m  time be able to feel in any degree the 
beauty and ecstasy conveyed through the acting of 
Richard B* Harrison and the great Negro cast of the 
play presents a mystory of the human »mil which only 
God or perhaps the devil can explain»*®

The need for Black Manhattan, a  history which would present such over

whelming evidence to a surprised public, was iinrdneat# Johnson’s 

motive was later expressed in his autobiography*

One of my prime purposes in writing the story m s  to 
set down a  continuous record of the Negro's progress 
on the Sew York theatrical stage, from the attempted 
classical performances of the African Company, at the 
corner of Bleecker and Mercer Streets in 1821, down 
to The Green Pastures in 1930. 1 considered that this
record alone, done'for the first time, m s  sufficient 
warrant for the book.*®

The history m s  as nearly impartial as possible, but occasionally 

Johnson’s comments indicated his aim and revealed his belief that 

the continued appearance of Negroes on the stage could do much to 

conquer race prejudice* Concerning the sudden death in November,

1927, of Florence Mills, the beloved dark-skinned blues singer, ho 

wrote y

Under all there could be sensed a bewilderment, a 
resentment, at tills act of God —  Why did He do it? 18

18 • James Weldon Johnson, Alonft This Way, 200. 

19. Ibid., 406.
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— w© have so few — • sh© m s  so young «*• ah© might 
have d<p©' a© much more for ue in the ©yea of the 
world**0

On© other statement from the chronicle emphasizes Johnson*a 

constant effort to take th© Hegro conscious of his own artistic 

creations* In writing of th© "blues* as the repository of folk 

poetry he stays* "Very often there is the flash of lines that have 

great primitive beauty and power* A

Florence Mills* in her way* had done much for the race in 

the eyes of the worldj Johnson* in his way* was doing and is still

doing even more*

:;©,;ro Americans* What Sow?* published in 1934* has all the

earmarks of having been inspired b y  the national Association for the

Advancement of Colored People* The preface contains these lines*

In the following pages 1 have* with the least possible 
amount of historical preliminaries and references and 
as fully as the brief oorpass Of the pamphlet allows* 
outlined the racial situation as it exists today* and 
pointed to the ways which* I believe* lead out*”'®

A  good part of the book consists of discussions of the work 

of the liegro church and the Hegro newspaper* In his previous prose 

efforts Johnson’s references to religion have been infrequent* In 

Ile^ra Americans,* What How? he discusses religion not as an intrinsic 

element of culture* but from th® more utilitarian standpoint • of what

21* Ibid.* 228*

22* James Weldon Johnson* Ilegro Americans* What How?* vi.

20* James Weldon Johnson* Black Manhattan* 201*
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the Negro church as an organisation can do for the Negro her® and 

now. II® cites the Catholic Church as a “grand emiaple of the con

servation of power," and writes*

’.That would it not mean to have a Negro ministry 
working for the advancement of tho race with the 
sane degree of intelligence, seal, and singleness 
of purpose with whioh the Catholic clergy works 
for the advancement of those who profess the Catholic 
faith?23

He enlists the aid of the Negro church and press in the attempt to 

effect the practical advance of the race* and, for the time being, 

he is less concerned with its cultural progression. However, he never 

loses sight of the goal he long ago set before himself, and he concludes 

the essay with a plea to his fell w-Negroes not to lose faith in then- 

selves, saying* *W# are not vitally injured so long as we are not 

Jim-Crowed in s o u l * * ^

23. Ibid., 26.

24, Ibid., 102.



CHAPTER II

POETRY

T M l o  theories concerning the innate creative genius of 

his race never diminished in importance in Johnson’s eyes, he m s  

discerning enough to realise that those theories could not always 

be artistically expressed in poetic form* Therefore when writing 

verse He attempted first of all artistic verse* recognition of 

such artistry would do for sore for his purpose than the public’s 

appreciation of «ere rhythmic propaganda*

His first "satisfactory expression" cam© in writing a short 

dialect poem* "Sonee You Vient A m y * "  The poem, a good deal on the 

order of Prank Stanton’s "V.'earyin* for You," m s  later set to music 

by Rosamund, and has since become a popular ballad.

His second venture in the field of poetry m s  the writing 

of "Lift Every Voieo and Sing" in collaboration with his brother*

It m s  a song to be sung by five-hundred school children on a cele

bration ©osraesorafcing Lincoln*s birthday# Be wrote later in the

autobiography*

"While ray brother worked at his musical setting I paced 
back and forth on the front porch, repeating the lines 
over and over to myself, going through all of the agony ' 
and ocstacy of crouting* ¿Is I worked through the open
ing and middle lines of the last stanza * • • I could 
not keep backthe tears, and made no effort to do so* I 
was experiencing the transports of the poet's ecstasy. 
Feverish ecstasy was followed by that contentment —  
that scats© of serene Joy —  which makes artistic creation 
the most complete of all human experiences* • * * ’.¡hen 
I had put the last stanza down on paper I at once re
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cognised the Kiplingosque touch la the two longer lines 
• • • hut I knew that in the stanza the Ararican Hegro 
was, historically and spiritually, immanent* and I de
cided to let it stand as it m s  written.1

The stanza follows*

God of our weary years,
God of our silent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus far on the way*
Thou who hast by Thy night 
Led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, wo pray.
Lost our feet stray from the places, our 

God, where we raet Thee,
Lest, our hearts drunk with the wine of 

the world, we forget Thee*
Shadowed beneath Thy hand.
May we forever stand*
True to our God,
True to our native land*

It m s  shortly after the Lincoln celebration that Johnson 

c a m  across Whitman*s Leaves of Grass* His appreciation of the 

"formless fora" of 'Whitman*s vers© led him to belittle his own earli

er efforts* Then came his discevery anent dialect poetry*

I got a sudden realization of the artificiality of con
ventionalized Uegro dialect poetryj of its exaggerated 
geniality, childish optimists, forced comicality, and 
mawkish sentiment* of its limitation as an instrument 
of expression to but two emotions, pathos and humor, 
thereby raking every poen either only sad or only funny*
1 saw that not even Dunbar had been able to break the 
mold in -which dialect poetry had, long before him, been 
set by representations made of the legro on the a&nstrel 
stage. I saw that he had cut aw a y  much of what was coarse 
and "nlggerish," and added a deeper tenderness, a higher '

2. James Weldon Johnson, Saint Peter Relates An Incident,

1* James *'/oldon Johnson, Along This '-.ay, 154-35.

102
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polish* a xaor© delicate finish* but also I saw that * 
nevertheless* practically all of his work in dialect 
fitted into the traditional aold* Bot even ho had boon 
able to discard those stereotyped properties of rdnstrol- 
stage dialect t the watermelon and the possum.

I could see that the poet writing in the convention
alised dialect, no natter how sincere he sight be, was 
dominated by his audience* that his audience was a 
section of the white American reading public* that when 
ho wrote ho was expressing what often bore little re
lation, sonatinas* no relation at all, to actual Hegro 
life* that he was really expressing only certain con
ceptions about Begro life that his audience was willing 
to accept and ready to onjoyj that* in fact* ho wrote 
mainly for the delectation of an audience that m s  an 
outside group*®

j
The results of Johnson's discovery were not apparent until

the publication, in 1913, of M s  first volume of poetry* Fifty Years

and Other Poes»« The subtitle of the title-poem m e  t "On the Fiftieth

Anniversary of the Signing of the Bmncipatioa yraalaaatlan** William

Stanley Braithmite says of that postal

lot until Janes W. Johnson published his .Fiftieth Anal- 
versary Ode * • • did a poet of the race disongageHalra- 
soXF’lxoSr*Si© background of mediocrity into which the 
imitation of Dunbar snared Ilegro poetry* * * * M s  verse 
possesses a vigor which definitely breaks away Proa the 
brooding minor undercurrents of feeling which have pre
viously characterised the verse of Kegro poets* Mr*
Johnson brought* indeed* the first Intellectual substance 
to the content of our poetry* and a craftsmanship which* 
less spontaneous than that of Dunbar's, m s  nor© balanced 
and precise**

Tito break from the “brooding minor undercurrents of feeling", is

3* Janes Weldon Johnson* Along fhls Way, 158-59.

4. William Stanley Braithmite* "The legro in A f r i c a n  Liter
ature*" fixe U m  Begrpi An Interpretation* Alain Locke, editor, 38«
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evident in stances V and XXI, which ©xpres s absolutely no senso of 

inferiority*

A  part of His unknown design,
?le*ye lived within a nighty agej 

And w o  have helped to write a line 
Qaa history *s m e t  wondrous page * « «

Courage | Look out, beyond, and see 
The far horia,on»s beckoning spani 

Faith in your God-known destiny I 
Yle are a part of some great plan*0

That poem «represents a transition point between the anti-slavery 

appeal and the radical threat.«0 It m s  the first of liegro p o e m  to 

express independence on the part of any n m b e r  of the race* Con

fidence in the race*® destiny m s  soon to be the t h e m  of versos by 

several other Magro poeta, so that eventually Langston Hughes wrote 

truthfully# *»« younger liegro artists who create now intend to express 

our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shone*"7

It has been said that "nothing is more of a spiritimi gain in 

tii® life of the Hegro than the * * » asounption of his group identity 

and heritage*"® That sense of heritage, that feeling that the liegro 

ima experienced something cystic and other-worldly, 1ms been expressed

OG.
5* Janos Weldon Johnson, Saint Fetor Relates An Incident, 93,

_____, _ _ A : / ^ aiI\i'0ck0' "The M Sro Ia A f r i c a n  Culture." Antholonr of
Ancrloan Hegro Literature. V.F, Calverton, 2G3, ........ . —

?* Ibid., 252,

8* Ibid*, 200.
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by many Kegro poets# Langston itushes has written, in The Ilegro

Speaks of ;ivors i

I’ve known rivers ancient as the world 
and older than the flow of human blood 
In human veins *9

Edward Silver writes, in the second of three verses on South Street

{in Philadelphia)i

South Street 'me no vane tons,
But til© hands of South. Street men 
Built pyramids along the Kile 
That Tils© las failed to rend#*0

Count©© Cullen has a poem entitled Heritage»** Those aro only a few

of the many writers whose acceptance of race is quiet, and "supported

ty an undercurrent of faith#**2 That faith had its first expression

in Johnson’s poen, "0 Black and Unknown Bards*"

0 black .and unknown bard© of long ago,
How came your lips to touch the sacred fire?
How, in your darkness, did you ©om  to know 
The power and beauty of the ninstrol’s lyre?
Who first from saidst his bond® lifted M s  eyes?
Who first froia out t$se still watch, lone and long.
Pooling the ancient faith of prophets rise 
Within his dark-kept soul, burst into song?

Heart of what slave poured out such melody 
As "Steal Away to Jesus"? On its strains 
His Spirit must have nightly floated free,
Though still about his hands he felt his chains.

9# Countcc Cullen, Caroling husk, 149-BO*

10* I M d «, 214*

11# V.P* Calvorton, editor, Anthology of American negro 
Literature, 195-96. --------^  ~------- —  —

12* Ibid., 260*
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»ho heard great ”«Jordon roll**? V/hoBO s t a r m r d  eye 
Saw chariot "swing lew"? And «ho was he 
That breathed that comforting, xaelodiG sigh,
"llobody Knows da Trouble 1 See”? . « • •

You sang far better than you knew* the songs 
Tlrnt for your listeners' hungry hearts sufficed 
Still live —  but snore than this to you belongs *
You sang a m o e  from wood and stone to Christ,13

All of Johnson's poems cited above appeared originally in Fifty Years» 

la 1935 the best of the poems from the first volume were included in 

Peter Relates A n  Incident» The occasion for the publication of 

the book m s  the reprinting of Johnson's ironic poem about the 

soldier, "Saint Peter Relates an Incident of the Resurrection Day,*

The dedicatory linos in the original edition of that p o m  in 1930 were* 

"Written while meditating upon Heaven and Hell and i)ei.ocracy and War 

and America and the Hegro Sold Star Mothers." The United States govern

ment had honored America's Sold Star Mothers by sending them to a com- 

nenoratlvo celebration in France* A  tactless official suggested that 

white Gold Star Mothers might resent crossing the ocean on the 

boat with Hegro women who shared their honors» Accordingly the Hegro 

women were requested to take another boat* Johnson's poem is strongly 

effective in its irony*

One other poem from Saint Peter Relates an Incident is note

worthy. That is the "Prayer at Sunrise," in which the following lines 

occur*

0 greater taker of this Thy great sun,

13. Ibid., 36, 37.
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Oivo m  the strength this one day’s m o «  to run*
Fill m  with light# fill me with sun-like strength}
Sill iso with ¿oy to rot the day its length* 
light from within# light that will outward shin»#
Strength to make strong some weaker heart than m m »**

Johnson** aim in writing God »a Trombones is explained in

the preface to that book of sornons* "The o l M b i  Ilogro preacher

is rapidly passing* 1 Imv© here tried ainoeroly to fix something

of him*"*® In both that preface and the autobiography Johnson tolls

of the m a y  occasions on which he had the opportunity to see and

hear the old liegro preachers* who wore master showman# putting on

their acts in all sincerity* la Along Yids »ay he elaborates on his

general ain in. presenting the sermons*

1 had long been planning that at seme tine I should take 
the primitive stuff of the old-time Megro sermon and# 
through art-governed expression* make it into poetry* I 
felt that this primitive stuff could be used in a way 
similar to that in which a composer makes use of a folk 
theme in writing a aajor composition* I believed that 
the cliaracteristio qualities* imagery* color, abandon# 
sonorous diction* syncopated rhythms* and native idioms# 
could be preserved and# at the same time# the composition 
as &  whole be enlarged beyond the circumference of mere 
race, and give« universality«*®

KTcyiiborg says of the finished article*

The book is a  tour de force in human scholarship and 
poetic interpretation! the- early shepherds of the race 
move by with a m p e s t i c  stride* The preface is an in
valuable essay in documentation. It was through the

14* J a m s  Tieldom Johnson# Saint Peter Relates an Incident, S3* 

IS* J a m s  Weldon Johnson, G o d’s Trombones, 11*

IS# J a m s  lYeldon Jolmaon, Along Tins va*y# 335*
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preacher "tliat the people of divers© languages and 
©ustoras from «llvearse parts of .Africa and thrown into 
slavery were given their first sense of unity and 
solidarity» • • * Xhie power « • • is still a vital 
forcej in fact, it is still the greatest single in* 
fluone© arsoug the colored poople*"17

la presenting a  picture of the old-tla© itinerant preacher Johnson 

m s  also giving hi® readers a glimpse of that preacher *e audience of 

joyously pious Negroes. Probably M s  greatest inspiration in writing 

the s e m e n s  can© from his work in collecting spirituals (for an an

thology to be discussed later) and his attendance at a  revival meeting 

in Kansas City, whore he heard a  liegro evangelist preach* Ho wrote 

lateri **I m s  in touch with the deepest revelation of the Negro’s 

soul that has yet been mad«, and I felt myself attuned to it.**8

It has been since pointed out that “follwKueio and folk-serrons 

are the material in which Johnson worto most naturally*"19 But it was 

not merely Johnson*» natural aptitude and great sympathy for his subjeot- 

nattor that made Cod’s Trombones the moving thing it is* It m s  pains

taking attention to detail* Sterling B r o w  writesi

fashing for these ro-croations and interpretations of old 
Negro sermons the dignity, the sweep and splendor that ore 
indisputably theirs, h© turned to the nodal of Synge dealing 
with the Aran Islanders and. sought to express "the racial 
symbol from within rather than from without.*20

17* Alfred Kreymborg, Our Sinking Strength, 573-74.

18* James Weldon Johnson, Alon^ This . uf-;, 377*

19* John Brinkemter, Hoary Seidel C&nby, William Hose Boast, 
editors, Tweaticfrh~Canbury Poetry. 613*

20* James Weldon Johnson, editor. The Book of American Negro 
Poetry, 118*
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Alain. Locke 1ms this to say *

In flavor of language, flew of phrase, accent of 
rhythm in prose, verse and music, color and tone of 
imagery, idiom and tinfer© of m o t i o n  and symbolism, 
it is the ambition and promise of Negro artists to 
sake a distinctive contribution* Much of this Is 
already discernible* The interesting esqperiment of 
Weldon Johnson in "Creation* A  Hegro Sermon," to 
transpose the dialect motive and carry it through 
in the idioms of imagery rather than the broken 
phonetics of speech, is a case In point*2*

HO says again*
So in the revision of the dialect tradition which 
the younger ilegro poets are trying to bring about, 
there is • • • • the a t t e s t  to reinstate the au
thentic background, and the naive point of view, as 
is successfully achieved at times in Mr* Johnson’s 
"sermons in verse" of the "Sod’s Trombones" volume*
Here we have the folk-spirit attempting at least 
the "epic role," and speaking in the grand manner, 
as in the Judgment Bay sermon of the old ante-bellum
preacher*22

If part of the ¡iegro’s claim to culture lies in the folk-lore 

of his race, God’s Trombones undoubtedly substantiates that claim* 

Johnson has so excelled as an interpreter of Negro folk-lore that 

Kfeyraborg writes* "Johnson is to be congratulated on the simplicity 

of speech and rhythm and the perfect rendition of the folklore in

herent in the sermons*"2®

21* Alain Locke, "liegro Youth Speaks." The Hew h'ogro*
An Interpretation, SI#

22* Alain Lock®, "The Heg.ro in American Culture*" Anthology 
of American Segro Literature, V*?» Calverton, editor, 254,2'S'dV

23. Alfred Kreyafeorg, op* oit*, 574*



CH&PTER III

MTiiOEOGIES

Johnson*® greatest effort® in presenting the cultured Negro

to America centered in his three anthologies. His most widely-quoted

essay la that comprised by the prefaces to the two editions of The

Book of American Negro Poetry, a collection -which has since been

termed Ba fine service to his race.*1 2 In the preface to the 1921

edition Johnson suras up his previous statements with regard to the

recognition of the Negro's creative geniust

A  people m y  become great through many means, but there 
is only one measure by which its greatness is recognised 
and acknowledged. The final measure of the greatness of 
all peoples is the amount and standard of the literature 
and art they have produced* The world does not know that 
a people is great until that people produces great liter
ature and art. Ho people that has produoed groat literature 
and art has over been looked upon by the world as distinct
ly inferior.

The status of the Negro in the United States i® more a 
question of national mental attitude toward the race than 
of actual conditions. And nothing will do more to change 
that mental attitude and m i s ©  his status than a demon
stration of intellectual parity by the Negro through the 
production of literature and art*

Is there a  likelihood that the American Negro will be 
able to do this? There is, for the good reason that he 
possesses the innate powers. He has the ©motional en
dowment, the originality and artistic conception, and, / 
what is more important, the power of creating that which 
has universal appeal and influence.2

1. John Drinfawater, Henry Seidel Canby, William Rose Denet, 
op. oit., 611.

2. James Weldon Johnson, editor, The Book of American Negro
Poetry, 9-10. --- ------------ ------- -— “—
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With that belief and that goal before hi®, Johnson carefully edited 

his anthology, presenting the Terse of poets who have since become 

well-known* Count®« Cullen* Claud© McKay* Sterling Brown, Langston 

Hughes, Kelly Miller, and Lewis Alexander. Since the first edition 

of the hook appeared, at least seven editors have attempted the same 

thing. Among those who followed Johnson’s lead were Count©® Cullen, 

whose Caroling Dusk is well-known, and V.F. Calverton, whoso anthology 

has almost attained the distinction of being considered a standard 

work of literature* All of these later books owe their inspiration 

to "the pioneer effort of the veteran Johnson."5

Proceeding from the general remarks on creative genius to 

a more specific discussion of Negro poetry, Johnson nade two typical 

statements *

I believe that the richest contribution the Negro poet can 
make to the American literature of the future will be the 
fusion into it of his own individual artistic gifts. . . .
It is this side of prophecy to declare that the undeniable 
creative genius of the lifgro is destined to make a dis
tinctive and valuable contribution to American poetry.* 4

Johnson’s "pioneering venture in & fruitful field*5 succeeded so well

that ten years later, in the preface to his second edition of the

sane book, he m s  justified in saying*

Within the past decade there has grown a general recog
nition that the Negro is a contributor to American life '

3# Alfred Kreyoborg, op. clt., 572.

4. James Weldon Johnson, editor, The Book of American Negro 
Poetry, 41, 47.

5« Ibid., 115.
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not only of material but of artistic, cultural, and 
spiritual valuesj that in the » k i n g  and shaping of 
A f r i c a n  civilisation ho io an active forco, a giver 
as well as a receiver, a creator as well as a creat
ure#®

Probably the first explanation Of "awing* music was that 

given in 1925 in Weldon Johnson's preface to The Book of Anerioan 

Hegro Spirituals, done in collaboration with Rosamund* A  year later 

appeared The Second Book of Hegro Spirituals# Both have boon called 

"excellent and inspiring oasapilations*”7

In presenting the folk-songs of the legro, Johnson m o  repeat

ing his belief expressed in *0 Black and Unknown Bards#" His purpose 

is expressed in the following paragraph*

Although the spirituals have been ovenvhelningly ac
credited to the Hegro as hi3 own(sic) original creation, 
nevertheless, there have been one or two critios Who have 
denied that they wore original either with the Hegro or 
in theiaselvcs, and a considerable number of people have 
eagerly accepted this view# The opinion of these critics 
is not sound# It is not based upon scientific or histor
ical inquiry# Indeed, it can be traced ultimately to a 
prejudiced attitude of mind, to an unwillingness to concede 
the creation of so much pure beauty to a people they wish 
to fool is absolutely inferior. Once that power is con
ceded, the idea of absolute inferiority cannot hold*8

Hot only has Johnson collected those songs, but he has mad© an attonpt

to insure their being sung in the correct ?aanner* His illustration

of the dialects used by the singers is no » r e  painstaking than his

6* Ibid*, 3#'

7* John briokwater, Henry Seidel C&nby, "William Rose Benet, 
op* clt*, 612*

8# James Weldon Johnson, editor, The Book of American Hegro 
Spirituals, 14*
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noting when correctly executed.

He makes many claims for the Spirituals, among them that the 

songs are unequalled in the poignancy of their beauty, that the para** 

phrases, of the Bible lessen Hebrew austerity and inject Hegro chars, 

that the style of the narratives is concise and condensed, that the 

spirit approaches majestic grandeur, that the harmonies used in the 

group singing of the hymns comprise the most 'modern American form 

of instrumentation« All of the statements have since been recognised 

as true* Through the work of many Hegro composers and musicians 

(among them Coleridge**'? ay lor, Burleigh, J* Rosamund Johnson, Hayes, 

Bledsoe, and Robeson) the Spirituals have come to be held in high 

regard* But it was Johnson's early and widely-quoted claim that 

achieved the greatest effect| the claim that the music of the Spirit

uals was “the finest distinctive artistic contribution"9 that America 

can offer to the world* The effect for which Johnson was striving 

was that the Hegro should recognise himself as a generous giver to
- ’ ' f

America* He chronicles the change in this way*

This reawakening of the Hegro to the value and beauty 
of the Spirituals was the beginning of on entirely 
new phase of race consciousness* It marked a oliange 
in the attitude of the legro himself toward his own 
art material j the turning of his gase inward upon his 
own cultural resources* Begleot and ashazradness gave 
place to study and pride* • • • This change of attitude
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with regard to the Negro which is taking place le 
directly related to the Negro*a change of attitude 
■with regard to himself* It is new, and it Is tre
mendously significant*10

10. Ibid., 49-60.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

la appraising Johnson’s work, one might well apply Kipling’s 

lias» "It’s pretty, but is it Art?" Certainly the major portion of 

Johnson’s work is interesting and purposeful, but is it literature?

His one novel, The Autobiography of an Ex-Joloured Man, 

reveals, according to Sterling Brown, *a breadth of knowledge con

cerning the Hegro problem in all its ramifications, and a power 

both analytic and prophetic."1 But it is not so widely read as it 

deserve® to be, because the title proves a stumbling-block to many 

people. The word "autobiography* suggests anotiter version of Up 

frota Slavery, which no longer interests the reading publicj and it 

suggests dry fact rather than pleasing fiction, Moreover, the merit 

of the book lies not so such in its excellence as a novel as in its

accurate presentation of the Hegro problem. It has racial rather
»

than universal appeal.

The same may be said of Hegro Americans. -«hat How? Johnson 

made no claims *o literary prominence in administering to his fellow- 

Hegroes what might be called a mental tonic# Me wrote, "in what I 

have said I have sought to avoid being either academic or lyric."

1, James Weldon Johnson, editor. The Book a f  American Hofcro 
Poetry, 115, --------- -----------------**““

2* James Weldon Johnson, Hegro Americans, What How?, 100*
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Black Manimt tan's appeal la not merely racial* It Interests 

all those readers to who» the stage represents glamour. As a chroni

cle it Is unique*

Along This ".my* like most autobiographies, is interesting not 

so much as literature but as the intimate record of a  nan whose life 

has been busy and varied.

Much more important from a literary standpoint than Johnson's 

prose are his anthologies and his poetry* Bad he written only God's 

Trombones ho should still be considered a poet of high rank. The 

seven sermons in verse are poalra-like in their dignity* thqy achieve 

a  majestic simplicity as effective as that of the later The Green 

pastures.

A  few of his shorter poems are little better than mediocre, 

but do not all poets occasionally decend to doing less than their 

best?

Brander Matthews has grouped "Fifty Year®* with the noblest 

American commemorative p o e m *  "Listen, Lord," "Lift Every Voice and 

Sing," "The Suicide," and "Deep in the Quiet Wood* are among those 

p o e m  which illustrate Johnson's insight, imagination, earnestness, 

and poise*

Johnson's high standing as an editor is unquestioned. Testi

monies to his ability as a critic are numerous, and anyone familiar 

with the body of American Negro poetry and spirituals appreciates his 

selections as representative*

Considering Johnson's work in the light of his objective, one



might question its m i n e  as pro^-agenda. (The term propaganda is 

not used, here in any derogatory sense*) las the Negro, because of 

Johnson's effort®, been accorded his rightful place?

How much car the printed word accomplish in abolishing race 

prejudice? Certainly it has its limitations. It does not reach 

the mob which is intent on lynching a  Negro* oven if It did, it 

would have no effect*. But It can accomplish otter things* Johnson's 

work ha® awakened in his white readers a better understanding of the 

Negro's problems, and it has stimulated and encouraged, any number of 

Negroes who, without such irspetue, would never develop their poesl» 

M l  tiles. It Is » i n l y  through Johnson*# efforts that the educated, 

both white anti black, have c o m  to realise the existence of American 

Negro literature ana music. Through the realisation of the Negro as 

an artist m y  eventually ©os«» a wore widespread respect for the Negro 

as a  human being —  not necessarily as case with whom whit os should 

associate intimately, but as one who deserves the freedom which the 

Thirteenth Amendment theoretically gave bin.

The problem of white versus black will probably never be 

solved on this earth* but Joteaon m y  m k e  us realise that the Negro 

is a  human being mad® in Sod*« image and likeness, and, as Be Lawd 

says of man in general in The green Pastures» "Doggone, he a i s * 

bo all right, at d© core or else why did I ever, bother wid M m  in 

the first place?"
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